The right coat at the right time
Cintas Lab Coat Dispensing Solution

Easy access to clean garments
helps students and researchers
focus on their important projects

Your researchers and students have a lot on their minds.
They shouldn’t wonder whether they can get a lab coat in
good condition and the right size.
Our Lab Coat Dispensing Solution eliminates these distractions
and keeps them looking and feeling ready for their next
discovery. Our solution is convenient, hassle-free and operates
all day, every day. Just like your labs.

Delivering for education
We supply more than lab coats. Every day, we deliver a peace of mind of being prepared with efficiency and protection
— all within easy reach.
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Our convenient dispensers
are stocked with clean,
quality garments. So, you’ll
always have enough of the
right sizes, right when you
need them.

Clean garments in good
condition help promote
a culture of safety for
researchers and students
alike.

Our dispensing software
gives you the control
to make sure everyone
gets the right garment,
in the right size, type
and protection level. We
remotely manage and
monitor your inventory
to make sure garments
are available whenever
you need them.

Our superior garment is
wear-tested, durable and
designed for comfort. A
clean, well-crafted lab coat
in good condition helps
protect the integrity of
the lab environment.

From installation and
maintenance to stocking
and tracking, we handle it
all. Our system integrates
seamlessly with your IT
systems and university or
college ID cards. You have
instant access to real-time
reports on usage and
inventory, right from your
desktop.

BENEFITS

End-to-end convenience
From beginning to end, the Lab Coat Dispensing Solution is convenient and hassle-free. Our complete solution brings
inventory under control and our attention to detail is unmatched in the industry.

1. DELIVER

2. DISPENSE

3. TRACK

Lab coats are picked up and
delivered in a polybag for hygiene

Using their university or college ID
badge, your students and staff can

Real-time monitoring alerts us
before inventory runs low, so you

and cleanliness.

individually select lab coats to fit their
specific size.

stay well-stocked with the sizes
and styles you need.

6. LAUNDER
Our proprietary wash formula and
process can remove nearly any type
of substance or fluid to make sure
each garment is clean and ready
for the next experiment.

5. INSPECT
We closely inspect every garment
for damage and wear, repairing and
replacing those that no longer meet
our standards.

4. COLLECT
Returns are easy, and recorded
for students and staff members for
your internal compliance policies.

User-friendly equipment
Cintas Polytex dispensers are designed for simplicity and convenience. Units supply lab coats by size, advanced
software tracks usage inventory and it all happens with a single swipe or tap of a university or college ID badge.

DISPENSERS

RETURN UNIT

D-10i

D-16i

D-20i

R-110i / R-110ic

R-310i

R-Xi

76 x 90 x 35"

108 x 90 x 35"

127 x 90 x 35"

41 x 78 x 33"

60 x 90 x 34"

30 x 30 x 28"

900 lbs

1100 lbs

1325 lbs

440 lbs

660 lbs

200 lbs
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Capacity*

~500 pieces

~800 pieces

~1000 pieces

R-110 / R-110i: ~150 pieces
R-110ic: 300 pieces

~500 pieces

Depends on closet size
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Connection
(1) 20 AMP service
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Connection
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* Each garment stack holds between 40 and 70 pieces, estimated capacity uses an average of 50 pieces per stack.

FEATURES

Garment selection
Our lab garments are comfortable and able to keep up in a hectic environment. Students and researchers alike will
appreciate having several professionally-designed options to provide durable protection.
72174 UNISEX STANDARD BARRIER LAB COAT

This knee-length coat protects from splashes and spills with a 100% polyester
barrier in the front sleeves and collar. Side seam openings mean pockets are
easy to reach and a quick-release front makes it a snap to remove the coat.
XXS – 6XL
76218 UNISEX ANTI-STATIC BARRIER LAB COAT

A coat for maintaining workspace integrity. A durable fluid-resistant finish
provides 360-degree protection; resistant to stains from aqueous liquids
and lint-free to avoid contaminating samples. XXS – 5XL
72174

76218

59925

59925 STANDARD LAB COAT

A professional look with built-in comfort. This full length, wrinkle-free garment
features extra room at the bottom for easy movement throughout the day.
Made of durable 80/20 Poly cotton, it also offers several access points for
storing items. S – 6XL (Regular); S – 4XL (Long)
9632 FLAME RESISTANT LAB COAT

Gain protection without losing function. Constructed from sturdy 4.5 oz
Nomex® IIIA fabric. Flame-resistant knit cuffs and a high-closing collar provide
maximum coverage, while an easy snap opening and extra large pocket
access provide maximum usability. XS – 5XL
10217 FLAME RESISTANT / CHEMICAL SPLASH PROTECTION LAB COAT
9632

10217

Constructed with the same 4.5 oz Nomex® IIIA fabric and features of the 9632
model, along with WestexShieldCXP chemical-splash protection. XS – 5XL

Swipe card supplement
Offset lab coat costs and open up access to visitors with a swipe card option. With the swipe or tap of a card, students,
vendors and guests alike can have specific, limited-time access to clean garments.

Dispensing Card

Benefits to the university or college
•

•

Use extra revenue to offset garment dispensing costs.
Design your own swipe card setup to fit your specific needs; you decide the appropriate price
and timeframe options for each card.

•

Students can still use their Student ID to gain access.

•

Cards can be sold in bookstores, cafeterias, vending machines or distributed individually.

•

Card users have controlled access to professionally laundered garments.

•

Track activity and garment use.

Easy access to clean garments
It only takes a few short steps to get lab card users up and running.
1. PURCHASE CARD
Vendor, student or guest purchases
or is given an unactivated card.
2. ACTIVATE
Program administrator enters information
and assigns lab coat credits to each user.
3. USE
Vendor, student or guest uses card to retrieve
clean garment from dispenser.

FEATURES

4. RETURN
User deposits soiled garment into return
unit and credit balance is restored. If not
returned, the user won’t have access to
a clean garment.
5. NEW CARD
When card expires, a new card can be
purchased or the expiration date extended.
6. OFFSET COST
Revenue generated from the sale of cards can
be used to offset the cost of the program.

With clean lab coats, reliably delivered, your team can be prepped
and READY™ to help promote safety within every lab environment
STUDENTS AND STAFF
•

Reliable access to clean lab coats

•

Adaptable inventory with multiple sizes

•

Uses current ID badge

•

Professional, comfortable fit

•

Easy soiled garment returns

ADMINISTRATION
•

Automatic inventory tracking

•

Lower garment replacement costs

•

One source handles the complete process
for the entire campus

•

Detailed usage reports and records

FACILITIES

Cintas makes no representation, determination, or suggestion concerning whether any garment or textile, including (but not limited to) laboratory or clinical garments or
textiles of any type, is appropriate or suitable for use by any individual or any educational institution. The educational institution is solely responsible for conducting hazard
assessments to evaluate potential hazards and for making any determinations relating to product selection, including the selection of appropriate primary and/or secondary
personal protective equipment. Cintas shall have no liability to the educational facility, its employees, its students, or to any other person or entity relating to Cintas’s
provision of garments, textiles, or personal protective equipment or any services related thereto.
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•

Equipment installed, maintained and cleaned

•

Garments monitored, stocked and collected

•

Less cluttered work area

•

Several dispenser sizes to fit space

